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***

 

In November the latest book by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. will be available to readers: The Real
Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health.

In an address to a conference on the Covid-19
crisis held in Budapest, Hungary this past August Robert Kennedy gave a preview of his
research results to the participants. His “Historical and Legal Perspectives of the Pandemic”
takes an unusually wide view of the context in which the past 18 months unfolded. As a
conservative  campaigner  for  healthcare  safety,  especially  for  children,  and  an
environmental activist Kennedy has concentrated on corporate malfeasance and regulatory
capture by the pharmaceutical industry. In this talk he explains the relationship of the
health crisis to the State itself.

Ask for instance “How much grant or budgeted money from the military establishment is
needed  before  scientific  research  is  called  military  or  weapons  research?”  or  “How  much
objective  science  is  produced  by  people  entirely  dependent  or  whose  salaries  are
determined by the amount of money from corporate donors and military or intelligence
agencies  contribute  to  buy  results?”  or  “How  many  deceptions  and  frauds  must  be
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perpetrated before those responsible are deemed liars and criminals?” These are of course
rhetorical  questions.  Where a  significant  majority  has learned to  accept  that  pay warrants
obedience and profit  is  the highest  form of  success and virtue,  these questions can mean
little and their answers mean even less.

Karlheinz Deschner wrote more than 10 volumes of historical research documenting from
the records of the Roman Catholic Church itself all of its criminal activity since the very
fraudulent founding of the Holy See in Rome. Yet none of this will alter the conviction of a
true Catholic that he or she is adherent to a criminal organisation more than a thousand
years  old.  Deschner  includes  all  of  Christendom,  not  just  the  Catholics,  since  the
Reformation did not end the crimes.

Here it might be worth noting that some of the most vicious enforcers of the medical martial
law regime, Emmanuel Macron, Justine Trudeau, Gavin Newsom, and of course Anthony
Fauci  were  Jesuit  educated.  The  current  collaborationist  pontiff  himself  is  a  Jesuit.  The
founder of  the Society of  Jesus understood his  work as a military organisation for  the
aggressive propagation and defence of the holy church. It is a commonplace that Cecil
Rhodes was inspired by the Jesuits when he created his Round Table movement for British
imperial unity. The Jesuits enjoy the reputation within the espionage profession as an elite
element of the Church’s notoriously wide-spun and efficient intelligence operation.

So when Robert Kennedy explains the sources of Anthony Fauci’s funding, the integration of
the military and intelligence organisations in the ostensibly civilian NIAID  (and hence NIH as
a whole), he is scraping some of the veneer from a carefully created body of mythology
about institutional medical research and major medicine.

The story and context Kennedy presents in this talk will presumably be more detailed in his
forthcoming book. However, it is useful to go back in history even further than Eisenhower’s
famous farewell speech to which Kennedy refers.

The regimental genealogy of the NIAID can be traced to the War Research Service, the US
regime’s secret biological and chemical weapons research office, run by George W. Merck,
president of one of the largest pharmaceutical corporations in the world.[1]

In 1948, coincidental with the importation of Japanese and German war criminals with their
cases of prison experimentation results, the War Research Service was transformed into the
US Microbiological Institute. The War Research Service had been hidden in the Federal
Security  Agency,  a  Roosevelt  organisation that  included a  variety  of  civilian  programs
deemed to have national security relevance. Federal security meant programs to protect
against anything that could destabilise the US regime during the 1929 Great Reset.

After 1945 and the adoption of the UN Charter, repeating the injunction of the Kellogg-
Briand Pact and establishing the offense at Nuremberg of “crimes against the peace”, wars
did  not  stop.  Instead  names  were  changed.  Names  make  a  difference.  The  Washington
Naval Treaty (1922) restricted the tonnage and types of ships that could be built. Hence
ship  classes  were also  renamed.  At  the same time armament  and displacement  were
reallocated among new ship classes so that construction could continue. The US sought not
only  to  buttress  its  secret  first  strike  strategy  against  the  Soviet  Union  but  also  later  to
circumvent the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties (starting 1972) by maintaining the same
number of missiles and introducing the so-called MIRV, multiple independently targetable
re-entry vehicles. In other words one missile was turned into a delivery system that could
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deliver the same number of warheads as additional missiles.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), America’s Gestapo, could not have been sold to
the states had it beencalled a police force.

In 1947, the National Security Act was also a response to the need for new language. If war
was  illegal  then  one  could  not  have  a  “war  department”.  So  the  national  military
establishment was renamed the Department of Defence. After the ceasefire in Korea, the US
was also forced to rebrand the programs developing weapons it denied ever having or
using—namely the chemical weapons, already prohibited and the biological weapons it had
inherited from the Epidemic Prevention and Water Purification Department of the Kwantung
Army and the Japanese war criminals of Unit 731 Douglas MacArthur hid from exposure or
trials. The principal war criminals from this secret Japanese military research facility no
doubt joined their German colleagues recruited through the good offices of Allen Dulles.

Although military research continued under the auspices of the US Army’s Chemical Corps
and biological weapons research was still conducted, mainly at Fort Detrick in Frederick,
MD—with other major facilities such as Dugway Proving Ground, Wendover, UT—World War
II had also raised the petrochemical industry and its sister pharmaceuticals to a major role in
the military – industrial – complex. Atomic weapons had enormously expanded the already
firm  hold  of  DuPont  on  the  munitions  side.  The  Army  Air  Corps  and  the  vastly  expanded
aeronautical and aerospace industry joined behind the new Air Force. Thus it should be no
surprise that petrochemicals and pharmaceuticals needed their State bureaucratic partner
for the massive post-war armaments program.

It is important to remember here that one of the benefits of US strategic success in the war
was the plunder of some of the most lucrative basic research and capture of the most
ruthless research personnel available in Germany and Japan. When the leaders of the US
regime whine about alleged intellectual property theft by China, they are merely sobbing at
the inevitable trickle down from their historical larceny and brain draining.

It simply would have been impossible after the war in Korea to openly foster a biological
warfare service in the US war machine. A solution was found. This was supported by trends
already well established in the US. Since Frederick Taylor Gates assumed control over the
General Education Board (GEB) within the Rockefeller tax dodge, the two largest tax dodges
of the time, Carnegie and Rockefeller, had agreed to allocate the theatres of ideological
warfare in defence of their fortunes, their class and the system that had come to be called
capitalism. Rockefeller money would be devoted to manipulation of the domestic political
environment and Carnegie money would be used to buy control of the international side.

At the same time Gates advised Rockefeller to invest his loot in scientific medicine. Although
Gates, like Rockefeller, came from a Baptist background, both had come to recognise that
medicine is more powerful and intimate even than religion. Scientific medicine, based on the
work of professionals operating with “security clearances” could turn the laboratory into
technology for social transformation. Just as John D. Rockefeller had legalised his criminal
activities to establish the Standard Oil monopoly, Gates proposed a strategy for establishing
an  ideological  monopoly  on  medicine  and  thus  a  practically  invincible  defence  of  the
gangster class’ prerogatives to rule.

Today’s complicity of the Johns Hopkins University (Bloomberg) School of Public Health
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should not be a surprise to anyone who recognises that history did not begin in 2019 or
2020. It was GEB money that founded the JHU School of Public Health (in 2001 named after
the  financial  propaganda  magnate,  Michael  Bloomberg,  whose  tax  dodging  has  permitted
him since 1995 to buy reputation at the nation’s premier population control academy).

Corporate  control  over  scientific  medicine,  especially  through  funding  of  medical  schools
and medical research laboratories, combined with the integration of the pharmaceutical
industry into the military-industrial complex. This process reached its international apex
when the Rockefeller tax dodge, which had already made substantial financial donations to
the United Nations organisation (notoriously supplying part of its feudal estate in Manhattan
to build a kind of international “Vatican City”), managed the foundation of the World Health
Organisation (WHO).

The chief US delegate to the 1946 International Health Conference was Thomas Parran, the
US Surgeon General, who would also be credited with the Tuskegee syphilis experiments on
unwitting  African-Americans  (1932-1972).  Rockefeller  sent  five  official  observers  to  the
conference. Without a doubt the most powerful delegation at the conference was on the
side of corporate medicine and pharmaceutical weaponry.

Recently those few critics of the WHO to be found complain about the amount of money it
receives from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. However, it is important to note that
WHO was deliberately underfunded when it was started. A proposal that the organisation be
funded by the United Nations was defeated in favour of separate contributions by members
and a provision for financial gifts (bribes) from other sources.

In  1955,  the  US  Microbiological  Institute  was  again  renamed.  It  became the  National
Institute  of  Allergy  and  Infectious  Diseases.  In  1946,  the  Office  of  Malaria  Control  in  War
Areas, a military operation was renamed the Communicable Disease Center (CDC) and later
becomes part of the US Public Health Service—itself a derivative of military/naval hygiene
operations. In 1951, the CDC established its cadre program keeping with the ultimately
military tradition to which it belongs. The Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) was intended
to satisfy “the need for an adequate corps of trained epidemiologists who can be deployed
immediately  for  any  contingency,  including  chemical  or  biological  warfare”.  The
Communicable Disease Center was later  renamed the Centers for  Disease Control  and
Prevention.

If  one  applies  the  model  Philip  Agee  used  to  identify  intelligence  officers  in  the  US  State
Department, namely a critical reading of the official biographies with attention to job titles,
assignments, and areas of responsibility, one can establish a strong hypothesis that the
NIAID  officials  Robert  Kennedy  Jr  compares  with  hitmen  are  all  military  or  intelligence
officers  under  cover.

Most  of  Fauci’s  top deputies—according to the official  biographies on the institute website
are doused liberally with espionage or military eau de Cologne. Even were Anthony Fauci to
be fired, resign or retire, perhaps like William Colby or William Casey did, there are sufficient
members of the secret team to continue the work—unless the institution itself and the
reality of a massive life science/ biological weapons department is finally admitted. If we are
able to conceive that the mission of NIAID is to create allergies and infectious diseases—for
war and profit. Then it is not far fetched to see how the work of the National Cancer Institute
might have helped Hugo Chavez or other inconvenient personalities.
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While these institutions have been labelled and marketed as if they were public services and
benign operations for the protection and preservation of a social  good, namely human
health,  they were created, and as Kennedy also shows, have been maintained for the
purpose of supporting what is essentially a major arm of the US war establishment, the
pharmaceutical industry.

The  pharmaceutical  industry  and  its  soldiers,  the  lab-coated  officers  of  the  medical
profession, fight to control the greatest threat to international capitalism of all—free human

beings. Since the start of the 20th century what most people call “science” was harnessed to
augment and where necessary replace religion—not to liberate humans from superstition
but  to  anchor  them more firmly in  it.  Social  sciences were promoted because they turned
social movements and struggle into managerial problems.

Medical  sciences  replaced  the  healing  arts,  first  to  exclude  women  who  previously  would
have been burned as witches, and then to exclude any attempts organise healing within
healthy communities—by turning health into disease and the patient into an enemy. This
pandemic of scientism also infected the humanities but for the most part by causing their
atrophy.  The  imposition  of  science  in  its  present  form was  forced  by  the  Progressive
movement  in  North  America  and  the  Fabians  and  Positivists  in  “Old  Europe”.  Their

descendants today have stolen the language of popular struggle in the 19th and 20th century

and wear it as a “lab-coat of jargon” with which they sell their 4th Awakening fanaticism to

complement the so-called 4thIndustrial Revolution.

The old national military establishment that invented the national security ideology in 1947
to subjugate the peoples of the expanding capitalist empire after World War II, realised
quickly that they could not “kill ‘em all”. They began quickly to improve on the technology
first  applied  industrially  to  wage  the  Great  War.  The  target  of  that  technology  was  and
remains the human mind itself. The body housing it was and is of collateral interest. The
mission of the war departments in the Pentagon and elsewhere around the world is to
control territory and resources, including populations. The mission of the National Institutes
of Health is to conquer the human mind and destroy the will of capitalism’s greatest enemy,
humans striving toward liberty.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Notes

[1] The following is excerpted from an earlier article by this author.
https://dissidentvoice.org/2021/03/the-health-which-i-see-is-disease-if-the-hierarchical-church-so-define
s/
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